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1. Introduction
In many applications, we encounter partial differential equations (PDEs)
defined on domains for which the size in some directions is much larger
than the size in others. It is natural in such situations to attempt to deter-
mine a PDE on a lower dimensional domain which will reflect some of the
dynamics of the original problem.
In this paper, we will consider a thin domain with singularities in R2, so
that the order of thinness of the domain can vary.
More precisely, let us consider a positive constant =0 , and for any
= # (0, =0), the domain Q= in R2, whose closure Q = is given by
Q ==Q =1 _ Q
=
2 _ Q
=
3 ,
where
Q=i =[(x1 , x2) # R
2 , x1 # 0i , 0<x2<=gi (x1)] , i=1, 3
Q=2=[(x1 , x2) # R
2, x1 # 02 , 0<x2<= pg2(x1)],
where
01=(0, a), 02=(a, b), 03=(b, 1), 0<a<b<1, 1<p<3
and gi # C 1(0 i ; (0, +)), i=1, 2, 3.
We set 0 =0 1 _ 0 2 _ 0 3=[0, 1].
Domains of the same type have also been considered by Arrieta in [1].
Another interesting type of domain which has been studied and which
resembles our case is the dumbbellshaped domain, defined by Q==
Q1 _ Q=2 _ Q3 , where Q1 and Q3 are two fixed, disjoint domains, which are
joined by the thin channel Q=2 . Arrieta in [13] and Jimbo in [9, 10] have
studied some elliptic problem posed on Q=.
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In this paper, we will consider a dissipative parabolic equation on Q=.
The case where the order of thinness of the domain is a constant (measured
by =), was discussed by Hale and Raugel in [7]. They constructed a limit
problem on the lower dimensional domain, and proved the upper semicon-
tinuity of the attractors at ==0. They used a change of variables and trans-
formed the problem posed on the thin domain into a problem posed on a
fixed domain which is the product between the lower dimensional domain
and the interval (0, 1). For the comparison of the attractors, they have
chosen an appropriate norm on this fixed domain.
We shall follow here the ideas of [7], constructing a limit problem which
will be a system of equations on the lower dimensional domain, and we
shall prove the upper semicontinuity of the attractors at ==0.
Let us set Q =Q 1 _ Q 2 _ Q 3 where Qi=0i_(0, 1), i=1, 2, 3, and intro-
duce the transformation
%: Q  Q =
%( y1 , y2)={
( y1 , =y2 gi ( y1))
for ( y1 , y2) # Q i , i=1, 3
( y1 , = py2 g2( y1))
for ( y1 , y2) # Q 2&[(Q 2 & Q 1) _ (Q 2 & Q 3)].
(1.1)
Throughout this work, if . is a mapping defined on Q (respectively on 0),
we denote by .i for i=1, 2, 3 the restriction of . to Qi (respectively to 0i).
Also, we shall denote by c, eventually with number indices, some
constant which does not depend on =.
We fix =1>0, such that Q =0_(0, =1) contains Q= for all = # (0, =0).
We shall consider a function G : Q  R satisfying the two conditions
G # C 0(Q ), (1.2)
and, if we denote
G: Q  R, G=G b %,
and
G0 : 0  R, G0( y1)=G ( y1 , 0),
then
&G&G0&L2(Q)c= (1.3)
for some positive constant c. (A very strong condition which implies (1.2)
and (1.3) is G # W 1, +(Q ), as in [7]).
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For : a positive constant, we consider the reaction-diffusion equation:
{
du~ =
dt
&2u~ =+:u~ ==& f (u~ =)&G in Q=
(1.4)=u~ =
n=
0 on Q=
u~ =(0)=u~ =0 in Q
=,
where we denote by n= the unit outward normal to Q=, and f # C 2(R; R)
satisfies
lim sup
|x|  +
& f (x)
x
0, (1.5)
| f $(x)|c(1+|x| #1) \x # R, where #1 # [0, 1) (1.6)
and
| f "(x)|c(1+|x| #2) \x # R, where #20. (1.7)
It is well-known that, with the system (1.4)= , we can associate a semigroup
S =(t): H 1(Q=)  u~ =(t) # H 1(Q=),
where u~ =(t) is the solution of the system (1.4)= . Moreover, this semigroup
has a global attractor A = (see [5]). Remember that A = is a global
attractor for S =(t) in H 1(Q=), if A = is compact, invariant, and attracts all
the bounded sets in H 1(Q=) (that is, for any bounded set B/H 1(Q=), we
have
distH 1(Q=)(S =(t) B, A =)  0 for t  +,
where we define in general:
distX (A, B)=sup
x # A
inf
y # B
&x& y&X ,
for A, B some arbitrary sets in a Banach space X.)
We construct the following limit problem on 0: On 0i , i=1 or i=3, we
consider the equations
{
dui
dt
&
1
gi
y1( gi y1ui)+:ui= & f (ui)&G0i in 0i
(1.8) iy1 ui=0 on 0i
ui ( y1 , 0)=u0i ,
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while on 02 we consider
{
du2
dt
&
1
g2
y1( g2 y1 u2)+:u2=& f (u2)&G02 in 02
(1.9)
u2(a, t)=u1(a, t) and u2(b, t)=u3(b, t) for t>0
u2( y1 , 0)=u02 ,
where in conformity with our conventions, G0i denotes the restriction of G0
on 0i , i=1, 2, 3, and where u0i , i=1, 2, 3, will be chosen in an appropriate
space, the description of which will be given in Section 2.
Our choice of the limit problem is motivated by the following: The
restriction of the problem (1.4)= on Q=i , i=1, 3, can be seen like a problem
with Newman boundary condition which is homogeneous, except on
Q=i & Q
=
2 , which is very ``small'' in comparison with Q
=
i . Consequently,
we expect that the dynamics on Q=i , i=1, 3, is not far from the dynamics
of a problem posed on Q=i with homogeneous Newman boundary condition
on Q=i . But the limit of such a problem is exactly (1.8) i , i=1, 3 (see [7]).
On the other hand, we expect that the solution of the limit problem must
have no ``discontinuity'' on 0. This motivate the ``matching condition'' on
a and b, in problem (1.9).
Let u0 # H 1(0). We will show in Section 2 that Eqs. (1.8)1 , (1.8)3 ,
and (1.9) have a unique solution u1(t), u3(t), and u2(t), satisfying ui (0)=
u0i #u00i , i=1, 2, 3.
Problems (1.8)1 and (1.8)3 are classical, while problem (1.9) will be
reduced to a problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
using an application which will be carefully chosen like a function of u1(t)
and u3(t).
If we introduce the function u(t) such that u(t)0i=ui (t), then we will
show that u(t) belongs to H1(0), for any t0. So, we can introduce the
mapping
S(t): u0 # H 1(0)  u(t) # H 1(0),
and we will have the following proposition
Proposition 1.1. The mapping S(t) satisfies the following properties:
(i) S(t+{)=S(t) S({), \t, {0
(ii) S(0)=I
(iii) The mapping (t, u) # R+_H 1(0)  S(t) u # H 1(0) is continuous
in (t, u).
In other words, S(t) is a C 0-semigroup.
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Next we shall prove that we can apply the Theorem 3.4.8 of [5] for
obtaining the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. The semigroup S(t) has a global attractor A in H1(0),
which is connected. Moreover, the set of equilibrium points of S(t) is non-
empty.
We now return to the problem on Q=, and introduce some spaces defined
on Q, using the transformation % given by (1.1).
We set H==[u: Q  R so that _u~ # L2(Q=), u=u~ b %] equipped with the
inner product
(u, v) = :
i{2
|
Qi
uivi dy+= p&1 |
Q2
u2v2 dy. (1.10)
We also define H =g=H
= equipped with the inner product
(u, v)H =g :
i{2
|
Qi
giuivi dy+= p&1 |
Q2
g2u2v2 dy. (1.11)
It is obvious that H= and H =g are Hilbert spaces, the norms of which are
equivalent, with constants independent of =. We set X==[u: Q  R, so that
_u~ # H 1(Q=), u=u~ b %] with the norm
&u&2X = :
i{2
&ui&2Xi=+=
p&1 &u2&2X=2 , (1.12)
where
&ui&2Xi= &ui &
2
H 1(Qi)+
1
=2ri
&y2 ui &
2
L2(Qi) , i=1, 2, 3, (1.13)
where we set r1=r3=1 and r2=p. It is obvious that we can define a new
semigroup S=(t): X=  X=, by the following relation:
S=(t)(u~ 0 b %)=(S =(t) u~ 0) b %. (1.14)
This semigroup will have a global attractor A=, given by
A==[v # X=, so that _v~ # A =, v=v~ b %].
The norm X= is not adequate for comparing the attractors A= and A,
because of the presence of the coefficient = p&1 in the expression of this
norm (see (1.12)).
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Therefore, we shall introduce other norms. Let K= be the space H =
equipped with the usual norm of L2(Q). We denote by Y=, the space X=,
equipped with the norm
&v&2Y = :
3
i=1
&vi &2X i= (1.15)
(we replaced = p&1 by 1 in the definition of the norm of X=).
We shall prove the upper semicontinuity of the attractors A=, using the
method of [7].
In Section 3, we obtain some useful uniform estimates of the attractors
A=, and we will have finally the following result.
Lemma 1.3. There exist positive constants c and =2 , such that for any
= # A= and = # (0, =2), we have
&=&Y =c.
For obtaining this uniform estimate, we shall use the fact that the attractor
is the unstable set of the set of equilibrium points, since the problem in =
is a gradient system.
Using the technique of [7], we obtain an uniform upper bound in the
norm X=. For obtaining the stronger estimate in the norm Y=, we shall
compare our trajectory which remains in the attractor A=, with a function
defined on R+_0, which will be chosen in an appropriate way.
In Section 4, we compare an orbit of the semigroup S=(t) which remains
in A= with an orbit of the semigroup S(t), and we obtain:
Theorem 1.4. There exist a positive constant =2 , and for any R>0 and
T>0, a positive constant c(R, T ), so that for 0<==2 , for any .= # A= and
any u0 # H 1(0) with &u0&H 1(0)R, we have
&S=(t) .=&S(t) u0&X=
1
t
c(R, T)(=+= p&1+&.=&u0&H =)
for all t # (0, T].
We have some supplementary terms here in comparison with the
problem studied in [7], that is, some terms on the boundary 02 , respec-
tively a and b, due to the fact that the boundary condition on 02 is
nonhomogeneous. For estimating these terms, we shall need some sup-
plementary regularity results for the solution of the problem in 02 .
In the last section, we shall prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 1.5. There exists an application M : X=  H 1(0), and some
positive constants R, c and =2 , such that for all = # (0, =2) we have
(i) &M .=&H 1(0)R, \.= # A=
(ii) &(.=&M .=)&H =c=, \.= # A=.
Now we can prove the main result of this paper:
Theorem 1.6.
distY=(A=, A)  0, when =  0.
The proof is exactly like the proof of the Theorem 3.4 of [7]. We fix
'>0 arbitrary. We use the attracting property of the attractor A and the
Lemma 1.5(i), to deduce that there exists a time {0={0('2, R)>0, such
that
distH 1(0)(S(t) M .=, A)
'
2
, \.= # A=, \t{0 . (1.16)
On the other hand, for any = # A= there exist a .= # A=, such that
==S=({0) .=. Now we use Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.5(ii), and deduce
that there exists an =(')>0, such that
&=&S({0) M .=&Y=
'
2
, \= # (0, =(')).
We use here the fact that p<3. We obtain the result using also (1.16).
In a subsequent paper, we shall study the lower semicontinuity of the
attractors (see [4]), by supposing that all the equilibrium points of S(t)
satisfy a hyperbolicity condition.
As we said at the beginning, Arrieta considered in [1] a domain Q= of
the same type. He gave a characterization of the eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions of the Laplace operator in Q=, with Neumann boundary conditions.
He showed that these eigenvalues (respectively eigenfunctions) behave like
the union of the eigenvalues (respectively eigenfunctions) of three inde-
pendent operators on 01 , 02 , and 03 , whose expressions are
Lgi ui=&
1
gi
y1 ( giy1 ui)+:ui , i=1, 2, 3,
and whose boundary conditions are of Neumann homogenuous type on 01
and 03 , and of Dirichlet homogenuous type on 02 .
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In [4], we gave another characterization of the eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of the same operator on Q=. We showed that we can compare
these eigenvalues (respectively eigenfunctions) with the union of the eigen-
values (respectively eigenfunctions) of three problem posed on 0; on 01
and 03 we consider the same operators like in Arrieta's work, while on 02
we have the same expression Lg2 , but we take in account the matching
conditions of the solutions in a and b, which brings us to consider non-
homogenuous Dirichlet boundary conditions on 02 . The eigenvalues of
our limit problem coincide with those of the limit problem considered by
Arrieta.
Remark that the limit problem considered by Arrieta does not give any
information about the behaviour of the eigenfunctions on the thinner part
Q=2 , because he compared the eigenfunctions of the problem posed on the
thin domain with the eigenfunctions of the limit problem on 0 in the norm
H 1(Q=), while in [4] we used the norm & }&Y = (see (1.15)) which takes into
account the different scales of the thin domain. These results will be
described in a subsequent paper.
2. Study of the Limit Problem
2.1. Preliminary Notation
For i=1, 2, 3, we define on L2(0i), the inner product
(v, w)H0i=|
0i
givw dy1 , for all v, w # L2(0i),
and denote by H0i the space equipped with this inner product.
Since gi is a continuous function on 0i with
gi ( y1)>0, \y1 # 0 i ,
there exist two positive constants c1 and c2 , such that
c1gi ( y1)c2 , \y1 # 0 i , i=1, 2, 3. (2.1)
One easily shows that H0i is a Hilbert space, the norm of which is
equivalent to the natural norm of L2(0i).
We introduce a continuous bilinear form for i=1, 3: a0i : H 1(0i)_H 1(0i)
 R , given by
a0i (v, w)=(y1 v, y1 w)H0i+:(v, w)H0i
=|
0i
[ gi y1 vy1 w+:givw] dy1 , i=1, 3. (2.2)
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We know that the triple [H 1(0i), H0i , a0i ( } , } )] defines a unique,
unbounded operator Ai and H0i , with domain
D(Ai)=[u # H 2(0i), y1 u=0 on 0i], i=1, 3 (2.3)
and
{Ai u=&
1
gi
y1( gi y1 u)+:u in 0i (2.4)
y1 u=0 on 0i
for i=1, 3. The operator Ai is self-adjoint and positive on H0i . We have
D(A12i )=H
1(0i), i=1, 3
and
&A12i u&
2
H0i=a0i (u, u), i=1, 3.
Moreover, the norm &A12i } & is equivalent to the usual norm of H
1(0i).
On the domain 02 , we introduce the continuous, bilinear form a02 :
H 10(02)_H
1
0(02)  R given by
a02 (v, w)=(y1 v, y1 w)H02+:(v, w)H02
=|
02
( g2 y1 v y1 w+:g2vw) dy1 . (2.5)
The triple [H 10(02), H02 , a02( } , } )] defines a unique, unbounded operator
A2 on H02 , with domain
D(A2)=H 10(02) & H
2(02). (2.6)
We have
{A2u=&
1
g2
y1( g2 y1 u)+:u in 02 (2.7)
u=0 on 02 .
The operator A2 is self-adjoint and positive on H02 . Moreover, D(A122 )=
H 10(02), and the norm &A122 } & is equivalent to the usual norm of H 10(02).
2.2. Preliminary Study of Eqs. (1.8)1 and (1.8)3
Under the hypotheses (1.5) and (1.6), we can define a semigroup
Si : u0i # H
1(0i)  ui (t)=Si (t) u0i # H
1(0i),
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where ui (t) is the solution of (1.8) i with ui (0)=u0i , i=1, 3. It is well known
that Si (t) is a gradient system with the Liapunov functional,
V0i (.)=|
0i
gi[ 12 (y1 .)
2+ 12 :.
2+F(.)+G0i.] dy1 ,
where
F(x)=|
x
0
f (s) ds, \x # R.
For simplicity, since there is no possibility of confusion, we shall denote by
the same symbol f the application v # H 1(0)  f (v) # L2(0), given by
f (v)(x)= f (v(x)), \x # 0.
With the notation of Section 2.1, problem (1.8) i becomes
{
dui
dt
+Aiui= & f (ui)&G0i
(2.8) i
ui (0)=u0i
for i=1, 3.
Note that hypothesis (1.5) implies that for any '>0, there exists a
constant c'>0, such that
{ (i) & f (x) x'x
2+c' ,
(ii) &F(x)'x2+c' ,
\x # R
\x # R.
(2.9)
From (1.6), we have the inequalities
{ (i) | f (x)|c(1+|x|
#1+1),
(ii) |F(x)|c(1+|x| #1+2),
\x # R
\x # R.
(2.10)
We will frequently use the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. There is a positive constant c, such that for i=1, 2, 3,
we have:
(i) f (.) # L2(0i), as soon as . # H 1(0i), and
& f (.)&L2(0i)c[1+&.&
#1+1
H 1(0i)
].
(ii) For all .,  # H 1(0i)
& f (.)& f ()&L2(0i)c[1+&.&
#1
H 1(0i)
+&&#1H 1(0i)] &.&&L2(0i) .
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The proof of Proposition 2.1 is a direct consequence of estimates (1.6)
and (2.10)(i) on f $ and f and of the Sobolev imbedding H1(0i)/L(0i).
Let Ei be the set of equilibrium points of Si (t), i=1, 3. Using property
(2.9)(i), we easily show the following result:
Proposition 2.2. For i=1, 3, Ei is a bounded subset of H2(0i); that is,
there exists a constant c>0, such that
&.&H2(0i)c, \. # Ei .
From (2.9)(ii) and (2.10)(ii), we at once deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. There exist some positive constants: c3 , c4 , c5 , such that,
for any . # H 1(0i), we have:
(i) V0i (.)c3 &.&2H 1(0i)&c4
(ii) V0i (.)c5[1+&.&#1+2H1(0i)].
We recall that there exists a global attractor Ai on H1(0i) for the semi-
group Si (t) (see [5]).
Lemma 2.4. For i=1, 3, we have the following properties:
(i) There exist a positive constant c, such that for any u0i # H
1(0i)
and every t0, we have
&Si (t) u0i &H 1(0i)c[1+&u
0
i &
1+#12
H 1(0i)
].
(ii) There exists a constant R1>0, such that, for any r0>0, there
exists a time T1(r0)>0, so that if &u0i &H 1(0i)r0 , then
&Si (t) u0i &H 1(0i)R1 , \tT1(r0).
Property (i) is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3 and the fact that
V0i (Si (t) u0i )V0i (u
0
i ). Property (ii) expresses the fact that Eq. (2.8) i has a
global attractor.
2.3. Study of Problem (1.9)
We begin this paragraph by defining a continuous linear mapping
R: Hs(01)_H s(03)  H s(02), for all s0.
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Let 4d=min[a, b&a, 1&b]. Let \1 , \3 be some functions belonging to
C(02), taking the values in [0, 1], such that
\1( y1)={10
for y1 # [a, a+d]
for y1 # [a+2d, b]
and
\3( y1)={10
for y1 # [b&d, b]
for y1 # [a, b&2d].
For v1 # H 1(01) and v3 # H1(03), we introduce the functions R1(v1),
R3(v3): 02  R,
R1(v1)( y1)={\1( y1) v1(2a& y1)0
for y1 # [a, a+3d]
for y1 # [a+3d, b]
(2.11)
and
R3(v3)( y1)={\3( y1) v3(2b& y1)0
for y1 # [b&3d, b]
for y1 # [a, b&3d],
(2.12)
and we set
R(v1 , v3)=R1(v1)+R3(v3). (2.13)
It is clear that
R # L(Hs(01)_Hs(03) , Hs(02)) , for all s0 (2.14)
We have the following proposition, the proof of wich is elementary.
Proposition 2.5. If vi # H2(0i), i=1, 3, then
&
1
g2
y1[ g2y1 R1(v1)]( y1)
={&\1
1
g1
( g1v$1)$ (2a& y1)+R1*(v1)( y1) for y1 # [a, a+3d]
0 for y1 # (a+3d, b]
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and similarly,
&
1
g2
y1[ g2y1 R3(v3)]( y1)
={&\3
1
g3
( g3v$3)$ (2b& y1)+R3*(v3)( y1) for y1 # [b&3d, b]
0 for y1 # (a, b&3d],
where Ri* are some linear differential operators of order 1, for i=1, 3; that
is,
Ri*(vi)( y1)=2\$i ( y1) v$i (2ai& y1)&\i"( y1) vi (2ai& y1)
&
g$2( y1)
g2( y1)
\$i ( y1) vi (2ai& y1)
+
g$2( y1)
g2( y1)
\i ( y1) vi$ (2ai& y1)
+
gi$ (2ai& y1)
gi (2ai& y1)
\i ( y1) vi$ (2ai& y1), (2.15)
where we have set a1=a and a3=b.
In the following, we want to show that Eq. (1.9) has a unique solution
and to obtain an estimate of it, where u1 and u3 are the known solutions
of (1.8)1 and (1.8)3 , and where the initial data u0 belong to H1(0). This
last condition implies that u02 belongs to H
1(02), with u02(a)=u
0
1(a) and
u02(b)=u
0
3(b).
We shall make the following change of the unknown function
u2(t)=R(u1(t), u3(t))+u 2(t) , for all t0. (2.16)
It is clear from the definition of R, that
R(u1(t), u3(t))(a)=u1(a, t)
R(u1(t), u3(t))(b)=u3(b, t),
which implies that u 2=0 on 02 , so we shall search the function u 2(t) in
H 10(02).
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If we replace u2 in (1.9) by R(u1(t), u3(t))+u 2 , we obtain the equation
{
du 2
dt
+A2 u 2=8(u 2 , t)
(2.17)
u 2(0)=u 02 ,
where A2 is the operator defined in (2.7)
u 02=u
0
2&R(u
0
1 , u
0
3) (2.18)
and
8(u 2 , t)=& f (u 2+R(u1(t), u3(t)))&G02&
d
dt
R(u1(t), u3(t))
+
1
g2
y1[ g2y1 R(u1(t), u3(t))]&:R(u1(t), u3(t)).
The fact that u1 and u3 satisfy (1.8)1 and (1.8)3 , together with Proposition
2.5, implies that
8(u 2 , t)=& f (u 2+R(u1(t), u3(t)))&G02+81(u1(t))+83(u3(t)), (2.19)
where we have set
81(v1)( y1)
={
\1[ f (v1(2a& y1))+G01(2a& y1)]&R1*(v1)( y1)
(2.20)for y1 # [a, a+3d]
0 for y1 # [a+3d, b]
and similarly,
83(v3)( y1)
={
\3[ f (v3(2b& y1))+G03(2b& y1)]&R3*(v1)( y1)
(2.21)for y1 # [b&3d, b]
0 for y1 # [a, b&3d].
From the definitions of R, 81 , 83 , and Proposition 2.1(i), we easily derive
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6. There exists a positive constant c such that
&8i (ui (t))&L2(0i)c[1+&ui (t)&
#1+1
H1(0i)
], \t0, i=1, 3.
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The next lemma will be useful for deriving the a priori estimates for
solutions of (2.17).
Lemma 2.7. There exist positive constants c, #4 , #5 , such that for any
T*>0, and any sufficiently regular solution u 2 of (2.17) on [0, T*], we
have for all t # [0, T*]:
(i)
d
dt
&u 2(t)&2H02+&A
12
2 u 2(t)&
2
H 02c _1+ :i{2 &ui (t)&
#4
H 1(0i)&
(ii)
d
dt
&A122 u 2(t)&
2
H 02+
1
2
&A2u 2(t)&2H 02
c _1+ :i{2 &ui (t)&
2#1+2
H 1(0i)
+&u 2(t)&#5H02& .
Proof. For simplicity, we denote in this proof
_(t)=R(u1(t), u3(t)). (2.22)
(i) Taking the inner product of (2.17) with u 2(t) in H02 , we obtain
1
2
d
dt
&u 2(t)&2H02+&A
12
2 u 2(t)&
2
H02
=(8(u 2(t), t), u 2(t))H02 , \t # [0, T*]. (2.23)
It is clear that
&_(t)&H1(02)c :
i{2
&ui (t)&H 1(0i) . (2.24)
From the definition of 8, we have
(8(u 2(t), t), u 2(t))H02
=&|
02
g2 f (u 2(t)+_(t)) } (u 2(t)+_(t))+|
02
g2 f (u 2(t)+_(t)) } _(t)
+|
02
g2[&G02+81(u1(t))+83(u3(t))] } u 2(t). (2.25)
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Using the Young inequality and Proposition 2.6, we obtain for all '>0
|
02
g2(&G02+81+83) u 2' &u 2&2H02+c' _1+ :i{2 &ui&
2#1+2
H 1(02)& . (2.26)
Using (2.9)(i), (2.24), and estimate (2.10)(i) for f , from (2.25) and (2.26)
we derive that for any '>0,
(8(u 2 , t), u 2)H023' &u 2&
2
H02+2' &_&
2
H02+c' _1+ :i{2 &ui&
2#1+2
H1(02)&
+c |
02
(1+|_| #1+1) |_|+c |
02
|u 2 | #1+1 |_|. (2.27)
Since #1<1, we can apply the Young inequality in the last term of the
right-hand side of (2.27), with the exponents 2(#1+1) and 2(1&#1).
From (2.23) and (2.27) with ' small enough, we deduce the statement (i)
with #4=2(1&#1).
(ii) Now we take the scalar product of (2.17) with A2 u 2(t) in H02 .
We obtain
d
dt
(&A122 u 2(t)&
2
H02)+&A2u 2(t)&
2
H02&8(u 2(t), t)&
2
H02 . (2.28)
It is clear that
& f (u 2+_)&2H02c [1+&_&
2#1+2
H1(02)+&u 2 &
2#1+2
L2#1+2(02)
]. (2.29)
Thanks to the Gagliardo&Nirenberg inequality, we have
&u 2&
2#1+2
L2#1+2(02)
c &u 2&#1 2H 2(02) &u 2&
(3#1+4)2
L2(02)
.
Since #1<1, we can apply again the Young inequality with exponents 4#1 ,
4(4&#1). Hence there exists a positive constant #5 , such that for all '>0,
we have
&u 2&
2#1+2
L2#1+2(02)
' &u 2 &2H 2(02)+c' &u 2&
#5
L2(02)
(2.30)
with #5=2(3#1+4)(4&#1). From (2.28)(2.30), we easily obtain the
second inequality of Lemma 2.7.
Using the well-known FaedoGalerkin method, we easily obtain, thanks
to Lemma 2.7, the following theorem of existence and uniqueness
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Theorem 2.8. For any u0 # H 1(0) and T>0, there exists a unique
solution u 2 of (2.17)
u 2 # C0([0, T], H 10(02)) & L
2(0, T, H2(02) & H 10(02))
and du 2 dt # L2(0, T, H02). Moreover, u 2 can be written in the following
integral form, on [0, T]:
u 2(t)=e&A2 tu 02+|
t
0
e&A2(t&s)8(u 2(s), s) ds (2.31)
( for details, see [4]).
2.4. The Semigroup S(t)
Now we can see that the semigroup S(t) introduced in Section 1 is well
defined, and the proof of Proposition 1.1 follows easily (for details, see
[4]).
In the following we want to show that there exists an absorbing,
bounded set, for the semigroup S(t). We have the following general lemma.
Lemma 2.9. Let a >0 and x (t) be an absolutely continuous, nonnegative
function, such that
dx
dt
+a x h ( y , t) , x (0)=x 0
where h : R+_R+  R satisfies the following conditions:
(i) h ( y , } ) is integrable for all y 0
(ii) 0h ( y , t)R2( y ), \t0
(iii) There exists a positive constant R3 , such that, for all y 0, there
exists a time T3( y )>0, so that
h ( y , t)R3 , \tT3( y ).
Then, we have the following properties:
(I) x (t)x 0+(1a ) R2( y ) , \t0
(II) There exists a positive constant R4 , such that, for all x 0 , y 0,
there exists a time T4(x 0 , y )>0, so that x (t)R4 , \tT4(x 0 , y ).
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Proof. From (i), we derive that
x (t)x 0e&a t+e&a t |
t
0
ea s h ( y , s) ds
and inequality (I) follows.
Writing, for tT3( y ),
|
t
0
ea s h ( y , s) ds=|
T3( y )
0
ea s h ( y , s) ds+|
t
T3( y )
ea s h ( y , s) ds
using the fact that x 0 e&a t  0 and e&a t T3( y )0 e
a s h ( y , s) ds  0 for t  +,
and property (iii), we easily obtain property (II), where R4 is any real
number with R4>(1a ) R3 .
Let us denote by *i>0, the smallest eigenvalue of Ai , i=1, 2, 3. In the
next lemmas, we obtain estimates for the solutions of (2.17), in the norms
of H02 and H 10(02).
Lemma 2.10. For all u0 # H1(0), the solution u 2(t) of (2.17) satisfies:
(i) &u 2(t)&H02k6(&u
0&H 1(0)), \t0,
where k6 is a positive nondecreasing function of &u0&H 1(0) .
(ii) There exists a positive constant R5 , such that for all r0>0, there
exists a time T5(r0)>0, so that if &u0&H 1(0)r0 , then &u 2&H02R5 ,
\tT5(r0).
Proof. We use Lemma 2.7(i), and the fact that
&A122 u 2&
2
H02*2 &u 2 &
2
H02 .
Thanks to Lemma 2.4, we can apply the Lemma 2.9, with
h ( y , t)=c _1+ :i{2 &ui (t)&
#4
H 1(0i)&
and
y = :
i{2
&u0i &H 1(0i)
and we obtain the result.
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Lemma 2.11. For all u0 # H1(0), the solution u 2(t) of (2.17) satisfies:
(i) &u 2(t)&H01(02)k7(&u
0&)H1(0)), \t0,
where k7 is a positive nondecreasing function of &u0&H 1(0) .
(ii) There exists a positive constant R6 , such that for all r0>0, there
exists a time T6(r0)>0, so that if &u0&H 1(0)r0 , then &u 2 &H 10(02)R6 ,
\tT6(r0).
Proof. We use Lemma 2.7(ii), and the fact that
&A2u 2&2H02*2 &A
12
2 u 2&
2
H02 .
Thanks to Lemmas 2.4 and 2.10, we can apply Lemma 2.9, where h is the
right-hand side term of the inequality of Lemma 2.7(ii), and where
y =&u0&H 1(0) , which gives us the result.
The next proposition is a direct consequence of the Lemma 2.4(i) and
Lemma 2.11(i).
Proposition 2.12. For any R>0, there exists a positive constant c(R),
such that for any u0 # H 1(0), with &u0&H1(0)R, we have
&u(t)&H 1(0)+&8(u 2(t), t)&L2(0)c(R), \t0.
Since u2(t)=u 2(t)+R(u1(t), u3(t)), one easily derive from Lemmas 2.4,
2.11, and the fact that R # L(H 1(01)_H1(03), H1(02)), the following
corollary.
Corollary 2.13. There exists a positive constant R7 , such that the set
[v # H 1(0), &v&H1(0)R7] is a bounded, absorbing set for the semigroup
S(t).
In the following, we will show that S(t) is a compact mapping from
H 1(0) to H 1(0), for any t>0. It is well-known that, if ui is a solution of
(2.8) i for i=1, 3, then ui satisfies the following integral equation:
ui (t)=e&Ai tu0i &|
t
0
e&Ai (t&s)[ f (ui (s))+G0i] ds, \t0, i=1, 3.
(2.32) i
Lemma 2.14. Let u(t)=S(t) u0 for t>0, u0 # H1(0). For any
$ # (0, 12), there exists a positive constant c8=c8(t, &u0&H1(0) , $) such that:
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(i) &ui (t)&D(Ai(12)+$)c8 , i=1, 3
(ii) &u 2(t)&D(A2(12)+$)c8 .
Proof. Both inequalities are easily obtained from the integral equality
(2.32)i and (2.31) (for details, see [4]).
Corollary 2.15. For any t>0, the mapping S(t): H 1(0)  H 1(0) is
compact.
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.14, with $ # (0, 14). Note that R #
L(H 1+2$(01)_H1+2$(03) , H1+2$(02)), then
ui (t) # H 1+2$(0i), i=1, 2, 3.
But we have u2(a, t)=u1(a, t) and u2(b, t)=u3(b, t) then u(t) # H 1+2$(0),
and
&u(t)&H 1+2$(0)c($) :
3
i=1
&ui (t)&H 1+2$(0i)
(see [11, Theorem 11.4, Chap. 1]).
Using Lemma 2.14 and the fact that the imbedding of H 1+2$(0) in
H 1(0) is compact, we obtain the corollary.
The fact that S(t): H1(0)  H1(0) is a C0&semigroup, as well as
Corollaries 2.13 and 2.15, allows us to apply Theorem 3.4.8 of [5], and to
prove Theorem 1.2.
3. Estimates of the Attractor A=
3.1. Preliminary
On H 1(Q=) we introduce the bilinear, continuous, coercive form
a~ =(u~ , v~ )=|
Q=
({xu~ {xv~ +:u~ v~ ) dx. (3.1)
We have
min[1, a] &u~ &2H1(Q=)a~ =(u~ , u~ )max[1, :] &u~ &
2
H 1(Q=) (3.2)
for any u~ # H1(Q=).
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We classically deduce that [H 1(Q=), L2(Q=), a~ =( } , } )] defines an
unbounded operator A = on L2(Q=), with domain D(A =)=[u~ # H 1(Q=), so
that &2x u~ +:u~ # L2(Q=) and u~ n=0 on Q=]
{
A =u~ =&2xu~ +:u~
(3.3)u~
n
=0 on Q=.
Actually, we shall work on the domain Q. To this end, we use the change
of variables % introduced in Section 1. Remember that, on Qi , i=1, 2, 3,
we have the following change of variables
x1= y1 , x2==riy2 gi ( y1) (3.4)
where we set r1=r3=1 and r2=p.
If we take u=u~ b % for u~ # H 1(Q=), we have
{
x1 u~ i=y1 ui&
g$i
gi
y2 y2 ui
x2 u~ i=
1
=rigi
y2ui
(3.5) i
on Qi , i=1, 2, 3.
We also introduce the following bilinear, continuous, coercive form.
a= : X =_X=  R, defined as follows: if u=u~ b % and v=v~ b %, where
u~ , v~ # H 1(Q=), we set
a=(u, v)=
1
=
a~ =(u~ , v~ ).
Using the formulas (3.5) i , one obtains
a=(u, v)= :
i{2
|
Qi _\y1 ui&
gi$
gi
y2 y2 ui+\y1 vi&gi$gi y2 y2 vi+
+
1
=2g2i
y2 ui y2 vi+:ui vi& gi dy
+= p&1 |
Q2 _\y1 u2&
g2$
g2
y2 y2 u2+\y1 v2&g2$g2 y2 y2 v2+
+
1
=2pg22
y2 u2 y2 v2+:u2 v2& g2 dy , \u, v # X =. (3.6)
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It is easy to see that there exist positive constants =2 , c10 , and c11 , such that
for all = # (0, =2) and u # X=, we have
c10 &u&2X=a=(u, u)c11 &u&
2
X= (3.7)
(see [7]).
We easily deduce from (3.7) that X= is a Hilbert space. We also infer that
[X=, H =g , a=( } , } )] defines an unbounded operator A= on H
=
g , with domain
D(A=)=[u # X =, _P # H= so that a=(u, v)=(P, v)H =g , for all v # X
=] and we
define A= by the variational equality
a=(u, v)=(A=u, v)H =g , \u # D(A=), \v # X
=. (3.8)
Remark 3.1. (i) We can say that D(A=)=[u: Q  R, so that _u~ #
D(A =), u=u~ b %].
(ii) For u # D(A=), the expression of A=u can be obtained from the
form of A = , using the change of variables (3.4). (We shall obtain different
expressions on Q1 _ Q3 and on Q2.)
Similarly, we obtain the limit conditions.
Throughout this work, we shall suppose that f satisfies conditions
(1.5)(1.7), and the following supplementary hypothesis:
(H) {
or (i) lim sup|x|   [& f $(x)]0
or (ii) there exists a positive constant c
and a constant #$1 # [0, 1), so that
| f (x)& f ( y)|c[1+|x& y| #$1], \x, y # R
(which is true, if, for example, f is bounded on R).
We have the following two lemmas, whose proofs are elementary (for
details, see [4]).
Lemma 3.2. Hypothesis (H) implies the condition (1.5).
Lemma 3.3. Hypothesis (H) implies that for any '>0, there exists a
positive constant c' , such that
&[ f (x)& f ( y)](x& y)'(x& y)2+c' , \x, y # R.
We finally introduce the following useful application. For vi # L2(Qi),
i=1, 2, 3, we define Mivi : 0i  R
(Mivi)( y1)=|
1
0
ui ( y1 , y2) dy2 , for almost every y1 # 0i .
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We have the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.4 (see [7]). (i) Let s be a nonnegative real number. For any
vi # Hs(Qi), we have Mivi # Hs(0i), and
&Mivi &Hs(0i)c &vi &Hs(Qi)
for some positive constant c.
(ii) For any vi # H 1(Qi), we have
&vi&Mi vi &L2(Qi)2 &y2 v2&L2(Qi) , i=1, 2, 3.
Lemma 3.5 (see [6]). There exists a positive constant c, such that for
any _2, s # (1, 2), one has for i=1, 2, 3
&vi&Mi vi &L_(Qi)c \ s2&s+
s(_&2)2(s&1) _
=ri [1&s(_&2)4(s&1) _] &vi&Xi=
for all vi # H 1(Qi).
3.2. Uniform Estimates of the Set of Equilibrium Points
We recall that S = denotes the C0-semigroup on H1(Q=) generated by
(1.4)= , and we introduced the semigroup S = by the relation
S=(t)(u~ 0 b %)=(S =(t) u~ 0) b %. (3.9)
It is easy to see that for any u=0 # X
= we have S =(t) u=0=u
=(t), where
u=(t) # X = is the solution of the system
du=
dt
+A=u==& f (u=)&G, u=(0)=u=0 . (3.10)=
We can also define the sets of equilibrium points E = and E = of the semi-
groups S = and S =, respectively. Obviously
E==[v # X=, so that _v~ # E = , v=v~ b %].
E = is the set of .~ = # H 1(Q=), which satisfy the equation
A =.~ ==& f (.~ =)&G . (3.11)
The elements of E= satisfy
A=.==& f (.=)&G. (3.12)
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We now consider the Liapunov functional on H1(Q=)
V =( )=|
Q=
[ 12 |{x |
2+ 12 : | |
2+F( )+G  ] dx. (3.13)
One easily shows that if u~ ==S =(t) u~ =0 , then for t>0
d
dt
V =(u~ =(t))=&"du~
=
dt
(t)"
2
L2(Q=)
. (3.14)
It is well-known that S = is a gradient system wich has a connected global
attractor A = in H1(Q=). Moreover, E = is non-empty, and A = is the unstable
set of E =. Obviously, the same statements are true for the semigroup S =,
that is, S= is a gradient system, and the global attractor A= of S = is the
unstable set of E=.
Now we want to obtain estimates for the set E =. In a first attempt, we
show that E= is uniformly bounded in the norm of X=.
Proposition 3.6. There exist some positive constants c and =2 , such that
for = # (0, =2), we have for all .= # E=
&.=&X =c;
that is,
(i) &.=i &Xi=c, i=1, 3
(ii) &.=2 &X=2c=
(1&p)2.
Proof. We take the inner product of (3.12) with .= in H =g , and use
(2.9)(i) and the coercivity (3.7) of a= , which gives the result.
Actually, we obtain a stronger result:
Proposition 3.7. There exist positive constants c and =2 , such that for
= # (0, =2) we have for all .= # E=
&.=&Y =c.
Proof. We only have to bound &.=2 &X=2 . We shall compare the functions
.=i with the functions .
=
i , i=1, 2, 3 defined on 0i , where .
=
1 and .
=
3 are the
solutions of the problems
{&
1
gi
y1( gi y1 .
=
i )+:.
=
i =& f (Mi.
=
i )&G0i in 0i (3.15) i
y1 .
=
i =0 on 0i
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for i=1, 3, and
. =2=R(.
=
1 , .
=
3).
We easily see that there exists a unique solution of the problem (3.15) i ,
because (&f (Mi .=i )&G0i) belongs to L
2(0i).
Moreover, . =i satisfies the following variational equation:
|
0i
( gi y1 .
=
i y1 wi+:gi .
=
i wi) dy1
=&|
0i
gi f (Mi.=i ) wi dy1
&|
0i
gi G0iwi dy1 , \wi # H 1(0i), i=1, 3; (3.16) i
we have
&. =i &H 1(0i)c[& f (Mi.
=
i )&L2(0i)+&G0i&L2(0i)], i=1, 3.
Due to Proposition 3.6(i), .=i is bounded in the norm H
1(Qi) uniformly in
=, so, we easily obtain using also Lemma 3.4
&. =i &H 1(0i)c, i=1, 3, (3.17) i
which implies
&. =2&H 1(02)c. (3.18)
Since .= # E=, .= satisfies the variational equation
a=(.=, v)=& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi f (.=i ) vi&=
p&1 |
Q2
g2 f (.=2) v2
& :
i{2
|
Qi
giGivi&= p&1 |
Q2
g2 G2v2 , \v # X=. (3.19)
On the other hand, from Proposition 2.5 we deduce that . =2 satisfies
&
1
g2
y1( g2 y1 .
=
2)+:.
=
2=8 1(.
=
1 , .
=
1)+8 3(.
=
3 , .
=
3), (3.20)
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where we have set
8 1(v1 , v=1)( y1)={
\1[ f (M1 v=1)(2a& y1)+G01(2a& y1)]+R1*(v1)( y1)
(3.21)for y1 # [a, a+3d]
0 for y1 # [a+3d, b)
and similarly,
8 3(v3 , v=3)( y1)={
\3[ f (M3 v=3)(2b& y1)+G03(2b& y1)]+R3*(v3)( y1)
(3.22)for y1 # [b&3d, b]
0 for y1 # [a, b&3d )
for vi # H1(0i) and v=i # H
1(Qi), i=1, 3.
We also have
y1.
=
2=0 on 02 . (3.23)
Thus . =2 satisfies the following variational equation:
|
02
( g2 y1 .
=
2 y1 w2+:g2.
=
2w2) dy1
=|
02
g2[8 1(. =1 , .
=
1)+8 3((.
=
3 , .
=
3)] w2 dy1 , \w2 # H
1(02). (3.24)
Let v be any element of X=, then vi # H 1(Qi), Mivi # H 1(0i), i=1, 2, 3. We
replace in (3.24) and (3.16) i , wi by Mivi . Multiplying (3.24) by = p&1 and
adding with (3.16)1 and (3.16)3 , one obtains
a=(. =, v)= & :
i{2
|
Qi
gi f (Mi .=i ) vi& :
i{2
|
Qi
giG0i vi
+= p&1 |
Q2
g2[8 1(. =1 , .
=
1)+8 3(.
=
3 , .
=
3)] v2
& :
i{2
|
Qi
g$i y2 y1 .
=
i y2 vi
&= p&1 |
Q2
g$2 y2 y1.
=
2 y2v2 , \v # X
=. (3.25)
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Relations (3.19) and (3.25) give
a=(.=&. =, v)=& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi [ f (.=i )& f (Mi.
=
i )] vi& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi (Gi&G0i) vi
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2 f (.=2) v2&=
p&1 |
Q2
g2G2v2
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2[8 1(. =1 , .
=
1)+8 3(.
=
3 , .
=
3)] v2
+ :
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 .
=
i y2 vi , \v # X
=. (3.26)
Since .=&. = # X=, we can take v=.=&. = in (3.26), and obtain
a=(.=&. =, .=&. =)=& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi[ f (.=i )& f (Mi.
=
i )](.
=
i &.
=
i )
& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi (Gi&G0i)(.=i &.
=
i )
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2[ f (.=2)& f (.
=
2)](.
=
2&.
=
2)
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2 f (. =2)(.
=
2&.
=
2)
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2 G2(.=2&.
=
2)&=
p&1 |
Q2
g2[8 1(. =1 , .
=
1)
+8 3(. =3 , .
=
3)](.
=
2&.
=
2)
+ :
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 .
=
i y2(.
=
i &.
=
i ). (3.27)
We shall estimate all the terms in the right-hand side of equality (3.27). We
have
|
Qi
gi [ f (.=i )& f (Mi.
=
i )](.
=
i &.
=
i )
' &.=i &. =i &2L2(Qi)
+c' |
Qi
[ f (.=i )& f (Mi .
=
i )]
2 dy, for i=1, 3. (3.28)
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From (1.6), we deduce
|
Qi
gi [ f (.=i )& f (Mi.
=
i )]
2c |
Qi
[1+|.=i |
2#1+|Mi.=i |
2#1] |.=i &Mi.
=
i |
2 dy.
Let _>2. We apply the Holder inequality with exponents _(_&2) and
_2. Using the fact that &.=i &H1(Qi)c, i=1, 3, we obtain
|
Qi
[ f (.=i )& f (Mi.
=
i )]
2 dyc(_) &.=i &Mi.
=
i &
2
L_(Qi) .
We observe that we can choose _>2 close enough to 2, such that applying
Lemma 3.5, we infer from the above inequality
|
Qi
[ f (.=i )& f (Mi.
=
i )]
2 dyc= p&1, i=1, 3. (3.29)
Using the fact that G is bounded in L(Q) uniformly in =, and the estimate
(1.3) of G&G0 , we obtain
{|Qi
gi (Gi&G0i)(.=i &.
=
i )' &.=i &. =i &2L2(Qi)+c'=
2
} = p&1 |Q2 g2G2(.=2&. =2) }'= p&1 &.=2&. =2&2L2(Q2)+c'= p&1.
(3.30)
Lemma 3.3 gives us
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2[ f (.=2)& f (.
=
2)](.
=
2&.
=
2)'=
p&1 &.=2&.
=
2&
2
L2(Q2)+c'=
p&1.
(3.31)
Since . =2 is bounded in H
1(02) uniformly in =, we have:
} = p&1 |Q2 g2 f (. =2)(.=2&. =2) }'= p&1 &.=2&. =2&2L2(Q2)+c' = p&1. (3.32)
It is easy to see that 8i (. =i , .
=
i ) is bounded in L
2(Q2) uniformly in =, so,
we infer:
} = p&1 |Q2 g2[8 1(. =1 , .=1)+8 3(. =3 , .=3)](.=2&. =2) }
'= p&1 &.=2&.
=
2&
2
L2(Q2)+c'=
p&1. (3.33)
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Finally, we have
} |Qi g$i y2 y1 . =i y2(.=i &. =i ) }
c &. =i &H 1(0i) =
ri &.=i &.
=
i &Xi=
' &.=i &.
=
i &
2
X i
=+c'=2ri , for i=1, 2, 3. (3.34)
From (3.27), using the uniform coercivity (3.7) of a= in =, and the
inequalities (3.28)(3.34), we obtain taking ' small enough, &.=&. =&2X=
c= p&1, which implies &.=2&.
=
2&
2
X =2
c, and we infer the result using (3.18).
3.3. Uniform Estimates of the Attractors and Proof of Lemma 1.3
Now we want to obtain estimates for the elements of the attractor A=.
Proposition 3.8. If V = is the Liapunov functional given in (3.13), then
there exists a positive constant =2 , such that for all = # (0, =2), we have
(i) V =( )c12 & &2H 1(Q=)&c13= , \ # H
1(Q=).
for some positive constants c12 and c13 independent of =, and
(ii) V =( )c=, \ # A =.
Proof. The property (i) is obvious, using (2.9)(ii).
For (ii) we use the fact that A = is the unstable set of E =. For any  # A =,
there exists a u~ 0 near E = and a T>0, such that  =S =(T ) u~ 0. We can
choose a u~ 0 such that, there exists a .~ 0 # E = so that &u~ 0&.~ 0&H1(Q=)c= p2.
If we denote u0=u~ 0 b % and .0=.~ 0 b %, we have a=(u0&.0, u0&.0)
c= p&1. Since .0 is bounded in the norm of Y= uniformly in =, we infer
&u0&Y =c. (3.35)
But V = is non increasing on the positive orbit of S =, so
V =( )V =(u~ 0), (3.36)
where
V =(u~ 0)= :
3
i=1
|
Qi
=
[ 12 |{xu~
0
i |
2+ 12: |u~
0
i |
2+F(u~ 0i )+G iu~
0
i ] dx.
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We use the change of variable % introduced in Section 1, and infer, using
(3.7) and (2.10)(ii),
V =(u~ 0)c :
3
i=1
=ri _1+&u0i &2Xi=+|Qi |u0i | #1+2 dy& .
Due to (3.35), we obtain V =(u~ 0)c=, which, by (3.36), gives the result.
We easily obtain from the Proposition 3.8, the following corollary.
Corollary 3.9. There exist positive constants c and =2 , such that for
any = # (0, =2) and = # A=, we have
&=&X =c;
that is,
(i) &=i &Xi=c, i=1, 3
(ii) &=2 &X=2c=
(1&p)2.
In the following, we want to obtain uniform estimates for A= in the
norm of Y=. To this end, we shall use the three results below.
Proposition 3.10 (Gromwal Lemma). Let a >0, b 0, and x (t) be an
absolutely continuous, nonnegative function, defined on (0, +), such that
x $(t)+a x (t)b , with x (0)=x 0 , x 00. Then, x satisfies the inequality
x (t)x 0e&a t+
b
a
.
Lemma 3.11. Let A be a sectorial operator on a Banach space X, with Re
spectrum A>0. We denote X_=D(A_) for _ # [0, 1]. Let : , ; # [0, 1] and
t00. Let v be a function from (t0 , +) to D(A), satisfying the equation
{
dv
dt
+Av =h (t) for tt0
v (t0)=v 0,
where v 0 # X: and h : (t0 , +)  X, is such that
|
t
t0
(t&s)&1&; &h (t)&h (s)&X ds<+, for any tt0 .
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Then there exists a positive constant c, so that
"dvdt"X; c _(t&t0)
: &; &1 &v 0&X: +(t&t
0)&; &h (t)&X
+|
t
t0
(t&s)&1&; &h (t)&h (s)&X ds& , \t>t0 .
For the proof, we simply observe that
dv
dt
(t)=&Ae&A(t&t0)v 0+e&A(t&t0)h (t)+|
t
t0
Ae&A(t&s)[h (t)&h (s)] ds
(see [8, proof of Lemma 3.5.1, p. 70]).
Proposition 3.12. Let u=(t)=S=(t) .= be a positive orbit included in the
attractor A=. Let t00 and T>0. Suppose that there exists a positive con-
stant c such that &u=2(t)&L2(Q2)c for all t # [t0 , t0+T]. Then there exist a
positive constant c(T ), so that
"du
=
dt "H=c(T)
1
t&t0
, for all t # (t0 , t0+T], and = # (0, =2),
where =2 is a positive constant which is small enough, independent of the
orbit, of t0 and of T.
Proof. We follow the lines of the proof of Lemma 2.3 of [7]. We set
w ==(t&t0)(du=dt), which satisfies
dw =
dt
+A=w ==& f $(u=) w =+
du=
dt
, \tt0 .
Multiplying this equation by w = in H =, we obtain
1
2
d
dt
&w =&2H =+a=(w
=(t), w =(t))
=\du
=
dt
, w =+H =&( f $(u=) w =, w =)H =' &w =&2H =+c' "
du=
dt "
2
H =
+c :
i{2
|
Qi
[1+|u=i |
#1] } |w =i | } |w
=
i |
+c= p&1 |
Q2
[1+|u=2 |
#1] } |w =2 | } |w
=
2 |. (3.37)
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In the last two terms of the right-hand side of (3.37), we apply the Holder
inequality with exponents: 2#1 , 2(1&#1), 2.
Taking in account the fact that u=i is bounded in L
2(Qi) uniformly in =
for i=1, 2, 3, we easily obtain
d
dt
&w =(t)&2H =c &w
=&2H=+c "du
=
dt "
2
H=
.
We integrate this inequality between t0 and t for t # (t0 , t0+T] (note that
w =(t0)=0). From (3.14) and Proposition 3.8, we obtain
|

0 "
du=
dt
(s)"
2
H=
dsc.
Applying the Gromwall lemma, we have the result.
Proof of Lemma 1.3. We only have to estimate &=2 &X=2 . By invariance
of A=, for any = # A= and any T>0, there exists a . # A=, so that
==S=(T ) .. Let u=(t)=S =(t) .. As in the proof of Proposition 3.7, we
shall compare u= with a function defined on 0.
Let u =1(t) and u
=
3(t) be the solutions of the equations
du =i
dt
+Aiu =i = & f (Miu
=
i )&G0i , u
=
i (0)=0 (3.38) i
for i=1, 3, and
u =2(t)=R(u
=
1(t), u
=
3(t)).
We shall give the proof of the lemma in four steps.
Step 1. Estimate of u =. Multiplying (3.38) i by Aiu =i in H0i , we classically
obtain, using the fact that Mi u=i is bounded in H
1(0i) uniformly in = for
i=1, 3
d
dt
(&A12i u
=
i &
2
H0i)+*i &A
12
i u
=
i &
2
H0ic.
From Proposition 3.10, we deduce
&u =i(t)&H 1(0i)c, \t0, i=1, 3, (3.39)
which implies
&u =2(t)&H1(02)c, \t0. (3.40)
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Step 2. The variational equation satisfied by u=&u =. We know that
u= satisfies the following equality:
:
i{2
|
Qi
gi
du=i
dt
vi+= p&1 |
Q2
g2
du=2
dt
v2+a=(u=, v)
=& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi f (u=i ) vi&=
p&1 |
Q2
g2 f (u=2) v2
& :
i{2
|
Qi
giGivi&= p&1 |
Q2
g2G2v2 , \v # X =. (3.41)
Exactly, as in (3.20), we obtain
du =2
dt
&
1
g2
y1(g2 y1 u
=
2)+:u
=
2=8 1(u
=
1(t), u
=
1(t))+8 3(u
=
3(t), u
=
3(t)), (3.42)
where 8 1 and 8 3 are defined in (3.21) and (3.22). If we denote by u = the
function from 0_R+ into R such that u =0i_R+#u =i , i=1, 2, 3, we have
u =( } , t) # H 1(0), so u =( } , t) # X=. Exactly as in (3.26), we obtain
:
i{2
|
Qi
gi
d
dt
(u=i &u
=
i ) vi+=
p&1 |
Q2
g2
d
dt
(u=2&u
=
2) v2+a=(u
=&u =, v)
=& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi [[ f (u=i )& f (Mi u
=
i )] vi
& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi (Gi&G0i) vi&= p&1 |
Q2
g2 f (u=2) v2
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2 G2 v2&= p&1 |
Q2
g2[8 1((u =1 , u
=
1)+8 3(u
=
3 , u
=
3)] v2
+ :
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 u
=
i y2vi , \v # X
=. (3.43)
Step 3. Estimate of u=&u = in the norm of H =. Since u=&u = # X=, we
can replace v by u=&u = in (3.43), and we obtain
1
2
d
dt
[(u=&u =, u=&u =)H=g]+a=(u
=&u =, u=&u =)
=& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi [ f (u=i )& f (Mi u
=
i )](u
=
i &u
=
i )
& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi (Gi&G0i)(u=i &u
=
i )
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&= p&1 |
Q2
g2[ f (u=2)& f (u
=
2)](u
=
2&u
=
2)&=
p&1 |
Q2
g2 f (u =2)(u
=
2&u
=
2)
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2G2(u=2&u
=
2)
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2[8 1(u =1 , u
=
1)+8 3(u
=
3 , u
=
3)](u
=
2&u
=
2)
+ :
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 u
=
i y2(u
=
i &u
=
i ).
Obviously, we can make the same estimates as in the proof of Proposition
3.7, and obtain
d
dt
(&u=&u =&2H =g)+c10 &u
=&u =&2H =gc=
p&1. (3.44)
Since u =(0)=0, Corollary 3.9 gives us &u=(0)&u =(0)&2H =gc. Applying the
Gromwall lemma given in Proposition 3.10, we obtain
&u=(t)&u =(t)&2H=gce
&c10 t+
c
c10
= p&1.
We fix T0>0 such that e&c10T0= p&1, that is,
T0
1
c10
ln \ 1= p&1+ ,
then
&u=(t)&u =(t)&2H =gc=
p&1, \tT0 . (3.45)
Since u =2(t) is bounded in H
1(02), uniformly in = for all t0, (see (3.40)),
we infer
&u=2(t)&L2(Q2)c, \tT0 . (3.46)
Step 4. Estimate of u=&u = in the norm of X=, for tT0+1. For
tT0+1, we set
w =(t)=(t&T0&1)[u=(t)&u =(t)].
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From (3.43), we deduce
:
i{2
|
Qi
gi
d
dt
w =i vi+=
p&1 |
Q2
g2
d
dt
w =2v2+a=(w
=, v)
=&(t&T0&1) :
i{2
|
Qi
gi[ f (u=i )& f (Miu
=
i )] vi
&(t&T0&1) :
i{2
|
Qi
gi (Gi&G0i) vi
&= p&1(t&T0&1) |
Q2
g2 f (u=2) v2
&= p&1(t&T0&1) |
Q2
g2G2v2&= p&1(t&T0&1)
_|
Q2
g2[8 1(u =1 , u
=
1)+8 3(u
=
3 , u
=
3)] v2+(u
=&u =, v)H=g
+(t&T0&1) :
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 u
=
i y2 vi , \v # X
=. (3.47)
Since (ddt) u = # H1(0) and (ddt) u= # X=, we can replace v by (ddt) w = in
(3.47). We shall take t # [T0+1, T0+2], and we easily obtain
d
dt
a=(w =, w =)c { :i{2 |Qi | f (u
=
i )& f (Miu
=
i )|
2 dy+ :
i{2
|
Qi
(Gi&G0i)2
+= p&1(t&T0&1)2 |
Q2
| f (u=2)|
2+= p&1 |
Q2
|G2 | 2
+= p&1 |
Q2
[ |8 1(u =1 , u
=
1)|
2+|8 3(u =3 , u
=
3)|
2]+|u=&u =| 2H =g=
+(t&T0&1) :
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 u
=
i
d
dt
y2 w
=
i dy. (3.48)
We easily see (using also (3.45)), that
:
i{2
|
Qi
(Gi&G0i)2+= p&1 |
Q2
|G2 |2+= p&1 |
Q2
[ |8 1(u =1 , u
=
1)|
2
+|8 3(u =3 , u
=
3)|
2]+|u=&u =| 2H=gc=
p&1. (3.49)
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As in (3.29), we have
|
Qi
| f (u=i )& f (Miu
=
i )|
2c= p&1, i=1, 3. (3.50)
We also have
| f (u=2)|
22[| f (u=2)& f (u
=
2)|
2+| f (u =2)|
2]. (3.51)
Obviously,
(t&T0&1)2 |
Q2
| f (u =2)|
2c. (3.52)
On the other hand,
|
Q2
| f (u=2)& f (u
=
2)|
2c |
Q2
(1+|u=2|
2#1+|u =2|
2#1)(u=2&u
=
2)
2. (3.53)
Suppose at first that #1 # (0, 1). Applying the Holder inequality with the
exponents 1#1 and 1(1&#1), the GagliardoNirenberg inequality and the
estimate (3.46), we obtain
|
Q2
| f (u=2)& f (u
=
2)|
2
c[1+&u=2 &
2#1
L2(Q2)
+&u =2 &
2#1
L2(Q2)
] &u=2&u =2&2L2(1&#1)(Q2)
c[1+&u=2 &
2#1
L2(Q2)
+&u =2 &
2#1
L2(Q2)
] &u=2&u
=
2&
2
H1(Q2)
c[1+&u=2&u
=
2 &
2
H 1(Q2)],
which implies
(t&T0&1)2 |
Q2
| f (u=2)& f (u
=
2)|
2c[1+&w =2&
2
H1(Q2)]. (3.54)
If #1=0, we obtain (3.54) directly from (3.53).
From (3.51), (3.52) and (3.54), using the coercivity (3.7) of a= , we infer
= p&1(t&T0&1)2 |
Q2
| f (u=2)|
2c[= p&1+a=(w =(t), w =(t))]. (3.55)
We shall integrate (3.48) between T0+1 and t, for t # [T0+1, T0+2].
Integrating by parts the last two terms in the right-hand side of (3.48), and
using the estimates (3.49), (3.50) and (3.55), one obtains
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a=(w =(t), w =(t))c= p&1+c |
t
T0+1
a=(w =(s), w =(s)) ds
+c {(t&T0&1) :i{2 &y1 u
=
i (t)&L2(Qi) &y2 w
=
i (t)&L2(Qi)
+ :
i{2
|
t
T0+1
&y1 u
=
i (s)&L2(Qi) &y2 w
=
i (s)&L2(Qi) ds
+ :
i{2
|
t
T0+1
(s&T0&1)
_" ddt y1 u =i (s)"L2(Qi) &y2 w
=
i (t)&L2(Qi) ds
+= p&1(t&T0&1) &y1 u
=
2(t)&L2(Q2) &y2 w
=
2(t)&L2(Q2)
+= p&1 |
t
T0+1
&y1 u
=
2(s)&L2(Q2) &y2 w
=
2(s)&L2(Q2) ds
+= p&1 |
t
T0+1
(s&T0&1)
_" ddt y1 u =2(s)"L2(Q2) &y2 w
=
2(t)&L2(Q2) ds= . (3.56)
For estimating &du =i dt&H1(0i) , i=1, 3, we apply Lemma 3.11, with v =u
=
i ,
X=H0i , A=Ai , : =; =12, t0=T0+1 and h = & f (Miu=i )&G0i . Since
Mi u=i is bounded in H
1(0i) uniformly in =, we have from Proposition 2.1(ii)
& f (Mi u=i(t))& f (Mi u=i (s))&L2(0i)c &u
=
i (t)&u
=
i (s)&L2(Qi) . (3.57)
On the other hand, for i=1, 3 we have
&u=i (t)&u=i (s)&L2(Qi)|
t
s "
du=i
dt
({)"L2(Qi) d{.
Proposition 3.12 with t0=T0 , gives us
"du
=
dt "H=c, for t # [T0+1, T0+2],
which implies
&u=i (t)&u
=
i (s)&L2(Qi)c(t&s), i=1, 3. (3.58)
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From Lemma 3.11, using (3.57) and (3.58), we deduce
"du
=
i
dt "H 1(0i)
c
t&T0&1
, for t # [T0+1, T0+2], i=1, 3. (3.59)
Since u =2(t)=R(u
=
1 , u
=
3), it is obvious that
"du
=
2
dt "H1(02)
c
t&T0&1
, for t # [T0+1, T0+2]. (3.60)
Applying the Young inequality to the last six terms in (3.56), using the fact
that
&y2 w
=
i &L2(Qi)c=
ri &w =i &X i= , i=1, 2, 3,
and that u =i (t), i=1, 2, 3, are bounded in H
1(0i) uniformly in =, and taking
into account estimates (3.59) and (3.60), we deduce that
a=(w =(t), w =(t))c= p&1+c |
t
T0+1
a=(w =(s), w =(s)), \t # [T0+1, T0+2].
(3.61)
The Gromwall lemma now gives
a=(w =(t), w =(t))c= p&1, \t # [T0+1, T0+2],
which implies
&u=2(T0+2)&u =2(T0+2)&X =2c,
and the lemma is proved if we choose T=T0+2 and remark that
&u =2 &H1(02)c.
4. Comparison of Orbits of S=(t) and S(t)
4.1. Preliminary
The aim of this section is to prove the Theorem 1.4. In the following, we
set u(t)=S(t) u0. We keep here the notation of Section 2. Be reminded that
u 2 is given by the change of the unknown function (2.16).
In the following, we will need some stronger estimates for u(t).
Proposition 4.1. Let $ # (0, 18), T>0, and u0 # H 1(0), with
&u0&H1(0)R. Then, we have
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(i) There exists a positive constant c(R, $), so that
&u 2(t)&D(A234+$)c(R, $)(1+t
&14&$e&*2 t), \t>0
(ii) There exists a positive constant c(R, T ), so that
"duidt "H1(0i)c(R, T ) t
&1, \t # (0, T], i=1, 3
(iii) There exists a positive constant c(R, $, T ), so that
"du 2dt (t)"D(A234+$)c(R, $, T ) t
&54&$, \t # (0, T].
Proof. For (i), we use the integral form (2.31) of the solution u 2(t). We
prove (ii) and (iii) in the same manner as in [5], using Lemma 3.11 (for
details, see [4]).
We end this paragraph with a useful lemma. We first remark that if
ui # H1(Qi) then Mi ui # H 1(0i), and we can consider that Miui is defined
and continuous on the closure 0 i of 0i , i=1, 2, 3.
Lemma 4.2. There exist two positive constants c and =2 , such that for any
= # (0, =2) and u # X=, if ui=uQi , i=1, 2, 3, we have:
(i) |(M1 u1)(a)|c &u1 &X =1
|(M3 u3)(b)|c &u3 &X =3
(ii) |(M1 u1)(a)&M2 u2(a)|c=(3&p)4 &u1 &X =1
|(M3 u3)(b)&M2 u2(b)|c=(3&p)4 &u3 &X =3
(iii) |(M2 u2)(a)|c &u1 &X =1
|(M2 u2)(b)|c &u3 &X =3 .
Proof. It suffices to show these inequalities at the endpoint a.
(i) We have
|(M1u1)(a)|&u1(a, } )&L2(0, 1)c &u1&H 1(Q1)c &u1&X =1 .
(ii) We suppose that u=u~ b %, with u~ # H1(Q=). Then
u2(a, y2)=u~ 2(a, = pg2(a) y2)=u~ 1(a, = pg2(a) y2)
=u~ 1 \a, =g1(a) = p&1 g2(a)g1(a) y2+=u1 \a, = p&1
g2(a)
g1(a)
y2+ ,
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which implies
(M1u1)(a)&(M2u2)(a)=|
1
0 _u1(a, y2)&u1 \a, = p&1
g2(a)
g1(a)
y2+& dy2 . (4.1)
Let H: [0, a]  R
H( y1)=|
1
0 _u1( y1 , y2)&u1 \y1 , = p&1
g2(a)
g1(a)
y2+& dy2 .
We want to estimate &y1 H&L2(01) . It is obvious that
"y1 _|
1
0
u1( } , y2) dy2&"L2(01)&u1&X=1 . (4.2)
We also have
y1 _|
1
0
u1 \a, = p&1 g2(a)g1(a) y2+ dy2&
=
g2(a)
g1(a)
1
= p&1 |
=p&1( g2(a)g1(a))
0
y1 u1( y1 , z2) dz2 .
But
|
a
0 _|
=p&1( g2(a)g1(a))
0
y1 u1( y1 , z2) dz2&
2
dy1
c= p&1 |
a
0 _|
1
0
|y1 u1( y1 , z2)|
2 dz2& dy1
c= p&1 &y1 u1&
2
L2(Q1) .
We deduce, using also (4.2),
&y1 H&L2(01)c=
(1&p)2 &u1&X =1 . (4.3)
Now we shall estimate (1=_) aa&=_ |H( y1)&H(a)| dy1 , where _ will be
suitable chosen. We have
|H( y1)&H(a)|= } |
a
y1
y1H(!) d(!) }&y1 H&L2(01) | y1&a| 12.
Using (4.3), we infer
} 1=_ |
a
a&=_
H( y1) dy1&H(a) }c=_&( p&1)2 &u1 &X=1 . (4.4)
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On the other hand, one has
} |
a
a&=_
H( y1) dy1 } } |
a
a&=_
|
1
0 _u1( y1 , y2)&u1 \ y1 , = p&1
g2(a)
g1(a)
y2+& dy2 dy1 }
|
a
a&=_
|
1
0
|y2 u1( y1 , !2)| d!2 dy1=
_2 &y2 u1&L2(Q1) ,
which implies
} 1=_ |
a
a&=_
H( y1) dy1 }c=1&(_2) &u1&X=1 . (4.5)
Inequality (4.4) and (4.5) give us
|H(a)|c(=_&( p&1)2+=1&(_2)) &u1&X=1 .
Choosing the optimal value _=( p+1)2, we obtain inequality (ii).
(iii) is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii).
4.2. Comparison of Orbits and Proof of Theorem 1.4
We obtain in the next theorem, an estimate for S=(t) .=&S(t) u0, in the
norm H =.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a positive constant =2 , and for any R>0 and
T>0, there exists a positive constant c(R, T), so that for 0<==2 , for any
.= # A= and any u0 # H 1(0) with &u0&H 1(0)R, we have
&S=(t) .=&S(t) u0&H =c(R, T )[=+= p&1+&.=&u0&H =]
for all t # [0, T].
Proof. We set u=(t)=S =(t) .= and u(t)=S(t) u0. We shall follow the
proof of [7]. Since ui is a solution of (2.8) i for i=1, 3, it is easy to see that
ui satisfies the variational equality
|
Qi
gi
dui
dt
vi+|
Qi
gi (y1 ui y1 vi+:uivi)
=&|
Qi
gi f (ui) vi&|
Qi
giG0i vi \vi # H 1(Qi) , i=1, 3. (4.6) i
If v2 # H1(Q2), then M2 v2 # H1(02). We take the inner product in H02 of
the equation satisfied by u2 with M2 v2 , and we obtain
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|
Q2
g2
du2
dt
v2+|
Q2
g2(y1u2 y1v2+:u2v2)
=&|
Q2
g2 f (u2) v2&|
Q2
g2 G02v2
+g2(b) y1 u2(b)(M2 v2)(b)
&g2(a) y1 u2(a)(M2 v2)(a), \v2 # H
1(Q2). (4.7)
Multiplying (4.7) by = p&1 and adding with (4.6)1 and (4.6)3 , one obtains
:
i{2
|
Qi
gi
dui
dt
vi+= p&1 |
Q2
g2
du2
dt
v2+a=(u, v)
= & :
i{2
|
Qi
gi f (ui) vi& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi G0i vi
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2 f (u2) v2&= p&1 |
Q2
g2G02v2
+= p&1[ g2(b) y1 u2(b)(M2 v2)(b)&g2(a) y1 u2(a)(M2v2)(a)]
& :
i{2
|
Qi
g$i y2 y1 ui y2 vi&=
p&1 |
Q2
g$2 y2 y1u2 y2v2 , \v # X
=.
(4.8)
We know that u=(t) satisfies the variational equality (3.41). We set
w ==u=&u. Equalities (3.41) and (4.8) give us
\dw
=
dt
, v+H =g+a=(w
=, v)
=& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi [ f (u=i )& f (ui)] vi
& :
i{2
|
Qi
gi (Gi&G0i) vi&= p&1 |
Q2
g2[ f (u=2)& f (u2)] v2
&= p&1 |
Q2
g2(G2&G02) v2
&= p&1[ g2(b) y1 u 2(b)(M2 v2)(b)&g2(a) y1 u 2(a)(M2v2)(a)]
+ :
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 ui y2 vi , \v # X
= (4.9)
because y1 u2=y1 u 2 on 02 .
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We replace v by w = in (4.9), and estimate all the terms in the right-hand
side of this equality. For i=1, 2, 3, we have
|
Qi
| f (u=i )& f (ui)| |w
=
i | dyc |
Qi
[1+|u=i |
#1+|ui | #1] } |w =i | } |w
=
i | dy.
Applying the Holder inequality with exponents 4, 4, 2, and remarking that
&u=i &H1(Qi) , i=1, 2, 3 is uniformly bounded in =, we infer from the above
inequality that
:
i{2
|
Qi
gi | f (u=i )& f (ui)| |w
=
i |+=
p&1 |
Q2
g2 | f (u=2)& f (u2)| |w
=
2 |
' &w =(t)&2X=+c(R, ') &w
=&2H=g , for any '>0. (4.10)
Using estimate (1.3) of G&G0 , we easily obtain
:
3
i=1
=ri&1 |
Qi
gi |Gi&G0i | |w =i |' &w
=(t)&2X =+c'=
2, \'>0. (4.11)
We have an inequality like (3.34), but with . =i replaced by ui . We then
deduce
} :i{2 |Qi g$i y2 y1 ui y2 w
=
i +=
p&1 |
Q2
g$2 y2 y1 u2 y2 w
=
2 }
' &w =(t)&2X=+c(', R) =
2, for any '>0. (4.12)
Since
&y1 u 2 &L(02)c($) &u 2&H32+2$(02)
we obtain from Lemma 4.2(iii)
= p&1[|y1 u 2(b, t)| } |(M2w
=
2)(b, t)|+|y1 u 2(a, t)| } |(M2w
=
2)(a, t)|]
c($) = p&1 &u 2 &H32+2$(02) :
i{2
&w =i &Xi=
' :
i{2
&w =i &2X i=+c($, ') =
2p&2 &u 2&2H32+2$(02) . (4.13)
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From (4.9)(4.13), taking ' small enough, using the coercivity (3.7) of a= ,
and integrating between 0 and t with t # (0, T], we derive
&w =(t)&2H =g&.
=&u0&2H =g+c(R) T=
2+c($) =2( p&1) |
T
0
&u 2(s)&2H 32+2$(02) ds
+c(R) |
T
0
&w =(s)&2H =g ds, for 0tT.
We use Proposition 4.1(i), the Gromwall lemma, and we infer the result.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We keep here the notation of the proof of the
previous theorem. We shall use the idea of Step 4 of the proof of Lemma
1.3. From (4.9), we can easily deduce the equality satisfied by tw =(t). Since
(ddt)(tw =) belongs to X=, we can replace v by (ddt)(tw =), and obtain
" ddt (tw =)"
2
H =g
+
1
2
d
dt
a=(tw =, tw =)
&w =(t)&H=g " ddt (tw =)"H=g+t :i{2 & f (u
=
i )& f (ui)&L2(Qi) " ddt (tw =i )"L2(Qi)
+= p&1t & f (u=2)& f (u2)&L2(Q2) " ddt (tw =2)"L2(Q2)
+t &G&G0&H=g " ddt (tw =)"H =g+=
p&1E 1(t)+E 2(t), (4.14)
where we have set
E 1(t)=t {g2(b) y1 u 2(b, t) ddt [t(M2w =2)(b, t)]
&g2(a) y1 u 2(a, t)
d
dt
[t(M2 w =2)(a, t)]==E 1b(t)&E 1a(t) (4.15)
and
E 2(t)=t :
3
i&1
=ri&1 |
Qi
g$i y2 y1 ui
d
dt
(t y2w
=
i ) dy. (4.16)
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We easily deduce from (4.14), using also the coercivity (3.7) of a=
d
dt
a=(tw =(t), tw =(t))c &w =(t)&2H=g+c(R) a=(tw
=(t), tw =(t))
+cT=2+= p&1E 1(t)+E 2(t).
Using Theorem 4.3, and integrating between 0 and t with t # [0, T], we
obtain
a=(tw =(t), tw =(t))
c(R) |
t
0
a=(sw =(s), sw =(s)) ds+c(R, T )(=2+=2p&2+&.=&u0&H =)2)
+= p&1 |
t
0
E 1(s) ds+|
t
0
E 2(s) ds. (4.17)
For estimating t0 E 1(s) ds, it suffices to estimate 
t
0 E 1b(s) ds. Integrating by
parts with respect with t, we have
} |
t
0
E 1b(s) ds }ct |y1 u 2(b, t)| |M2(tw =2)(b, t)|
+|
t
0 _ |y1 u 2(b, s)|+s }
d
dt
y1 u 2(b, s) }& |M2(sw =2)(b, s)| ds.
(4.18)
We remark that
} ddt y1u 2(b, s) }"
d
dt
y1u 2"H 12+2$(02)c($) "
d
dt
u 2"H 32+2$(02) . (4.19)
Using Lemma 4.2(iii) and Proposition 4.1(i) and (iii), we obtain from
(4.18) and (4.19)
} = p&1 |
t
0
E 1(s) ds }
' :
i{2
&tw =i(t)&X i=+c(', R, T ) =
2p&2
+c |
t
0
:
i{2
&sw =i(s)&2X i= ds, for all '>0, t # (0, T]. (4.20)
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For estimating t0 E 2(s) ds, we also use integration by parts, and obtain
|
t
0
E 2(s) dsc {t :i{2 &y1 ui (t)&L2(Qi) &y2(tw
=
i )(t))&L2(Qi)
+ :
i{2
|
t
0
&y1 ui (s)&L2(Qi) &y2(sw
=
i )(s))&L2(Qi) ds
+ :
i{2
|
t
0
s " ddt y1 ui (s)"L2(Qi) &y2(sw
=
i )(s))&L2(Qi) ds
+= p&1t &y1 u2(t)&L2(Q2) &y2(tw
=
2)(t))&L2(Q2)
+= p&1 |
t
0
&y1 u2(s)&L2(Q2) &y2(sw
=
2)(s))&L2(Q2) ds
+= p&1 |
t
0
s " ddt y1 u2(s)"L2(Q2) &y2(sw
=
2)(s))&L2(Q2) ds= . (4.21)
Since u2(t)=u 2(t)+R(u1(t), u3(t)), we can use Proposition 4.1(ii) and (iii),
and infer
} |
t
0
E 2(s) ds }' &tw =(t)&2X=+c(', R, T )(=2+=2( p&1))
+c |
t
0
&sw =(s)&2X = ds, for all '>0, t # (0, T]. (4.22)
We infer the result from (4.17), (4.20) and (4.22), taking ' small enough,
and applying the Gromwall lemma.
5. Proof of Lemma 1.5
We will define the mapping M : X=  H1(0), in the following manner. If
u # X= and ui=uQi , i=1, 2, 3, then
(M u) i=Mi ui for i=1, 3
(M u)2=M2 u2+L2(u),
where L2(u) is a continuous piecewise linear function
L2(u): 02  R
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such that
L2(u)(a)=(M1u1)(a)&(M2u2)(a)
L2(u)(b)=(M3u3)(b)&(M2u2)(b)
L2(u)( y1)=0, on [a+=(3&p)2, b&=(3&p)2].
For the proof of Lemma 1.5, we remark that for any .= # A= we have
&Mi .=i &H 1(0i)c, i=1, 2, 3
since &.=&Y=c.
On the other hand, Lemma 4.2(ii) gives us
|L2(.=)(a)|c=(3&p)4 and |L2(.=)(a)|c=(3&p)4. (5.1)
An elementary calculus gives
&L2(.=)&H 1(02)c,
which implies the inequality of Lemma 1.5(i).
The inequality of Lemma 1.5(ii) is easily obtained by using Lemma
3.4(ii) and (5.1).
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